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Advance your home cinema system with the Majority Everest 5.1 True Wireless Surround Sound System featuring
Dolby Audio with Soundbar, Wireless Subwoofer and detachable Satellite Speakers for everything from gaming
and movie binges to

The Features
5.1 True Wireless Surround Sound

5.25in Wireless Subwoofer

Powered by Dolby Audio

PCM stereo sound

2-piece Detachable Rechargeable Wireless Satellite Speakers- Supported by DC 3.7V/ 400mA built-in battery

Bluetooth, HDMI, Auxiliary, MP3, and USB Connectivity

Micro USB Charging

Customised Listening Settings: Music, Movies & Dialogue

Rear Wireless Satellite Speakers with Built-in Battery – up to 8 hours playback

Optical Connection 

AUX-in cable included 

Line-in cable included

(https://www
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Free UK Shipping
Plus 3 Year Extended Warranty & Lifetime Tech Support

Get 15% off here

(https://www.majority.co.uk) 
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300-Wattage

Remote Control

Materials: Plastic, PVC, Wood

Soundbar:  L 90cm X W 9.83cm X H 6.56cm  

Subwoofer: L 20cm X W 20cm X H 25cm

Wireless Surround Speaker:  L 6.56cm X W 9.83cm X H 16.8cm

(https://www.majority.co.uk/soundbars/everest/)

What is True Wireless?
For those of us who don’t live, breathe, and eat tech, true wireless simply means Bluetooth. So, if you’ve spent lockdown channelling your inner living room

Usain Bolt, it’s time to upgrade your athletic ambitions and �ll the room with your #FitnessMotivation.

Why does your home theatre need Dolby Audio?
From cinemas to soundbars, Dolby Audio is everywhere! Going beyond the ordinary listening experience, the sound technology allows you to hear an extra

dimension of sound- literally putting you inside the audio and revealing sound with unparalleled clarity and depth.

Dolby Audio is as close to cinema sound as you can get without heading down to your local theatre. Filling the room with every audio moment, don’t simply

hear but experience those spine-tingling, popcorn-jumping moments from the comfort of your home. Powered by Dolby Audio, the detailed directional effects

mean you’ll be able to clarify different moments of your audio in different parts of the room.



https://www.majority.co.uk/soundbars/everest/


(https://www.majority.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/Everest-llustration.jpg)

The upgraded listening experience is ideal for any audiophile worth their salt. You’ll hear music the way musicians wanted their lyrics to be heard – it’ll be like

being inches away from Beyonce when she belts the lyrics to Formation. Gaming will be transformed. It’s the ultimate lucky charm when you can tell which

direction your opponent is coming. In the gaming world, Dolby Audio will make the difference between virtual life and death for the ultimate victory. It’ll be every

sports fan dream. In the last thirty seconds of the World Cup Final and Italy score the winning goal, feel the impact of their player’s boot kicking the ball.

Dolby Audio stands to be the best friend for people with visual impairment, after the guide dog, of course. With the ability to identify where sound is coming

from, superior sound technology takes the place of vision for an exciting entertainment experience.

Fill the room, any room with your favourite sounds.  
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Majority Everest Detachable Rechargeable Satellite Speakers (https://www.majority.co.uk/soundbars/everest/)

Who says you can’t have your cake and eat it too?! The Everest (https://www.majority.co.uk/soundbars/everest/)allows you to enjoy your favourite sounds with

you wherever you go using the detachable rechargeable wireless satellite speakers. Using the rechargeable inbuilt battery, the satellite speakers provide up to 8

hours of playback. The compact size of the satellite speakers allows them to �t in easily to any home décor without consuming the space of tower speakers.

Ready, Set, Game

(https://www.majority.co.uk/soundbars/everest/)

It’s never been a more exciting time to be a gamer and with the wide range of individual gaming and multi-player games, it’s the perfect time to experience the

superior sound quality of the Everest. The wireless subwoofer enables you to �ll the room with rich, cinematic sound. This couldn’t be more perfect for the

gamer- when you’re battling in the trenches what better way to lead your troop to victory than by feeling every piece of your virtual surroundings in your game

room?!
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Let’s Get Loud
Boasting 300-Watts, the Everest really can pump up the party! Delivering true volume, the Everest is perfect for the audiophile with a home entertainment set-

up. However, its multiple connections make it perfect for a wide range of entertainment activities. From mobile gaming to news reports experience your

entertainment as if you’re in the device, using Bluetooth, HDMI, Auxiliary, MP3 and USB Connectivity.

Experience Storytelling the Tech Way

Majority Dolby Audio Surround Sound System with Soundbar, Wireless Subwoofer and Detachable Rechargeable Satellite

Speakers (https://www.majority.co.uk/soundbars/everest/)

Whether you’re listening to audiobooks or bingeing on Harry Potter movies, the Everest’s surround sound and powerful bass mean you’ll be sitting at the edge

of your seat for every cliff-hanging moment. The customised sound setting allows you to choose between Movies, Music and Dialogue to pump up the bass as

much as your ears can handle!

(https://www.majority.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/Everest-living-room.1367.jpg)

Introducing the MAJORITY Everest Dolby Audio TrIntroducing the MAJORITY Everest Dolby Audio Tr……
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Majority Everest

Catapult your home cinema set-up into the next chapter in home audio with the Majority Everest. Let us join the party with you on social media! Don’t forget to

tag us on all major channels. @majorityaudio #majorityaudio #majorityeverest

Explore more from Majority
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Is Dolby Atmos worth it? (https://www.majority.co.uk/dolby/is-dolby-atmos-worth-it/)

(https://www.majority.co.uk/dolby/is-dolby-atmos-worth-it/)

400-WATT Dolby Atmos Bluetooth TV Soundbar & Subwoofer Review – The Majority Sierra Plus (https://www.majority.co.uk/dolby/400-
watt-dolby-atmos-bluetooth-tv-soundbar-subwoofer-review-the-majority-sierra-plus/)
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Dolby Atmos Bluetooth Soundbar Review – The Majority Sierra (https://www.majority.co.uk/dolby/dolby-atmos-bluetooth-soundbar-
review-the-majority-sierra/)
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Exclusive access.
Get 15% off, access exclusive offers, news and discounts by subscribing to the

Majority newsletter  
– oh, and we’ll plant a tree in your honour!
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SUBSCRIBE

Follow us on Socials
Stay up to date with all the latest in the world of Majority.
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